The morphology of multicellular organisms has a complicated three-dimensional (3D) structure that varies by tissues, organs, individuals, and/or species. The process of constructing these morphologies is accompanied by various cellular activities, such as active cellular deformation, movement, proliferation, and death. Because these cellular activities are spatiotemporally regulated on the background of gene expression and protein interactions, they show characteristic cellular behaviors, which differ between tissue regions and developmental stages. These cellular behaviors drive the autonomous, dynamic process of multicellular morphogenesis.
The morphology of multicellular organisms has a complicated three-dimensional (3D) structure that varies by tissues, organs, individuals, and/or species. The process of constructing these morphologies is accompanied by various cellular activities, such as active cellular deformation, movement, proliferation, and death. Because these cellular activities are spatiotemporally regulated on the background of gene expression and protein interactions, they show characteristic cellular behaviors, which differ between tissue regions and developmental stages. These cellular behaviors drive the autonomous, dynamic process of multicellular morphogenesis.
Mechanical force generated by cellular activities has important roles during multicellular morphogenesis, as shown in Figure 1 . For example, the dynamics of cytoskeletal and adhesive structures regulate cellular deformations and movements based on mechanical interactions among surrounding cells. These mechanical forces at a subcellular scale are coordinated on the scale of the cell population so as to achieve Figure 1 Mechanical effects of cellular activities on multicellular morphogenesis. Multicellular morphogenesis can be analyzed on several scales, such as (a) the tissue and organ scale, (b) the cell population scale, and (c) the subcellular scale. Mechanical forces generated by cellular activities on the subcellular scale cause cell-cell mechanical interactions on the cell populations scale, which drive morphogenesis on the tissue and organ scale. dynamic changes in layer structures. This model expresses various mechanical effects of cellular activities such as active force generation by cell growth and contraction, changes in cell mechanical properties, and changes in cell number by cell division and death. The expressions describing these cellular activities enable the prediction of their mechanical effects on 3D morphogenesis, based on the interactions among cells. This review describes the general use of the 3D vertex model, along with its applications to several simplified problems of developmental phenomena.
3D vertex model expressing multicellular morphogenesis
Expression of 3D multicellular structure and dynamics Figure 2 shows an abstract representation of the 3D vertex model. Vertex models are generally based on the geometrical assumption that cells are tightly compacted as an aggregate. Under this assumption, the boundary between two neighboring cells is a polygonal face, and the polyhedron surrounded by boundary faces is a cell. Hence, the morphology of cell aggregate is represented by a single network composed of the vertices and edges of cellular polyhedrons. Moreover, multicellular dynamics are expressed by the movements of vertices.
Cellular dynamics during morphogenesis occur on the order of minutes to hours. Hence, the effects of inertia on cellular dynamics are dispensable, while the effects of viscosity are dominant. According to this assumption, the vertex movements can be calculated by overdamped equation [6] as well as variational methods [7] [8] [9] [10] . In case of using multicellular morphogenesis on the scale of tissues and organs. Therefore, understanding multicellular morphogenesis requires revealing how mechanical force generates collective cellular behaviors and how they drive the morphogenesis of tissues and organs.
Recent studies have identified the key genes and proteins involved in developmental phenomena, and structural and mechanical analyses of these proteins have revealed the molecular mechanisms of mechanosensing and mechanochemical transduction. Notably, these cellular activities cause mechanical interactions among cells during morphogenesis. Hence, to bridge the gap of understanding between molecular dynamics and morphogenesis, we need to understand multicellular dynamics. Such a comprehensive understanding will open the way toward the development of techniques to regenerate 3D organ structures.
Mechanics-based computational simulations have been used to analyze multicellular dynamics. In particular, vertex models have been the focus of efforts because of their versatile descriptions of multicellular dynamics based on single cell mechanics [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . These models have been applied to various realistic and simplified phenomena of epithelia as well as other multicellular tissues.
Based on these research, we have improved the 3D vertex model for simulating multicellular morphogenesis in 3D space. In this model, individual cell shapes are expressed by polyhedrons, and multicellular dynamics are described based on the force balance between vertices comprising these polyhedrons. The 3D modeling enables to express dynamics of the 3D monolayer or multilayer cell sheet like epithelia as well as the 3D compacted cell aggregate, including 
where the binary function δ (6), (7), and (8) such as mechanical property, reference state, and energy density.
Expression of 3D cell rearrangement
Multicellular morphogenesis is an irreversible process that appears as sequential, plastic deformations from a continuum viewpoint. The irreversibility is generated by geometrical changes in cell configuration (cell rearrangement). For example, in an epithelium, where cells are aligned on a sheet, cells directionally converge within the sheet, and the sheet extends in the normal direction to the convergence (convergent extension). To express these types of cell rearrangements, the network composed of the edges and vertices of polyhedrons is locally reconnected in the vertex model [11] (Fig. 2b) . The network reconnection idea originated from studies of the dynamics of metal crystal grains and soap froth; it has been used as a method for expressing the rearrangements of multiple elements in two-dimensional (2D) and 3D space. Moreover, in recent studies, the reversibility of cell shape, network topology, and total energy has been improved so as to express large deformations during morphogenesis [12] (Fig. 2c) .
Expression of 3D cell division and death
The developmental process of multicellular organisms is accompanied by cell division and death. Cell division and death play important roles in multicellular morphogenesis because they can regulate the local size and shape of tissues by changing the number of cells. The mechanical effects of cell division and death can be expressed in the vertex model. In the 3D vertex model, cell division is expressed by dividoverdamped equation, the movement of the i v -th vertex, whose position vector is represented by r i v , is described by
The term on the left-hand side of Eq. (1) During morphogenesis, cells passively respond to exerted forces according to viscous properties of their components such as cytoplasm, cytoskeleton, cellular cortex, basement membrane and extracellular matrices (ECM). The viscous properties are expressed by friction among the vertices of each geometrical element in the network (edge, polygonal face, and cellular polyhedron) [6] . The viscous friction coefficient η i v in Eq. (1) is simply defined as follows. 
In Eq. (3), the vector ν j e is the velocity of the j e -th geometrical element as follows:
where n j e ext is the number of vertices comprising the j e -th geometrical element, and Σ k v element denotes summation overall vertices. The vector ν j e ext is the velocity of extracellular materials in the j e -th geometrical element, and n j e ext weighs the extracellular materials. In the absence of extracellular viscosity (n j e ext =0), the viscous friction forces at the vertices of each geometrical element are balanced, so that Eq. (1) satisfies the Galilean invariance.
During morphogenesis, cells actively generate mechanical forces during cellular activities such as growth and contraction as well as passively respond. The active energy generation can be expressed using U as a function of cell time t j c , which is defined as the time counted since the j c -th cell was generated. Defining {t j c }={t 0 c, t 1 c, t 2 c, ... t n c}, the potential energy U was introduced as a function of cell time {t j c }. Using cell time {t j c }, potential energy U is expressed by are characterized by their biochemical states, such as protein synthesis, mRNA transcription, and gene methylation. During morphogenesis, this type of cell patterning can be dynamically rearranged because of the regulatory nature of signaling molecules inside and outside cells. Furthermore, the patterning can be physically affected by the geometry of the diffusing passages of signaling molecules, i.e., local cell shapes and configurations and global tissue morphologies. Thus, diffusible molecular signaling causes bidirectional effects between cell patterning and 3D tissue deformations. Such interactions can be expressed in the 3D vertex model by coupling multicellular deformations with intercellular molecular signaling [15] (Fig. 5a and b) . This model enables ing polyhedrons [13] (Fig. 3a) . This model enables the analysis of the mechanical effects of the increase in cell number on morphogenesis, while regulating the timing, directionality, and symmetry of cell division (Fig. 3b) . Moreover, cell death is expressed by merging polyhedrons [14] (Fig. 4a) . This model enables the analysis of the mechanical effects of the decrease in cell number on morphogenesis, while regulating the timing of cell death (Fig. 4b) .
Coupling intercellular molecular signaling with multicellular deformations
The coordination of 3D multicellular deformations correlates with geometric cell patterns, where individual cells tility and adhesion [18] . These results of analyses performed using 2D vertex models, in terms of the number of neighboring cells, cell shapes, and tension at cell-cell boundaries on apical surfaces, have been verified by comparison with experimental results obtained using drosophila.
2D vertex models have been improved to express a 2D cell sheet in 3D space by reducing the degree of freedom in the direction of epithelial thickness. These pseudo-2D vertex models have been applied to several phenomena, such as rosette formation during migration of the mouse anterior visceral endoderm [19] and the formation of the dorsal appendages of drosophila eggshells [20, 21] .
General-purpose 3D vertex model
3D vertex models have been improved and used to analyze the basis of epithelial morphogenesis. The epithelium has a 3D multicellular sheet structure bounded by apical and basal surfaces. It is one of the principal elements comprising the organ structures of multicellular organisms. On the apical surface, neighboring cells adhere to each other using adhesion proteins such as cadherin. On the perimeter of the apical surfaces of individual cells, contractile forces are generated by localized actomyosin activities. Moreover, the basal surface is generally covered by basement membranes, to which cells adhered using adhesion proteins such as integrin. Hence, 3D vertex models have an advantage; the ability to express all the degrees of freedom in 3D space that are involved in changes in the multilayer structures of cell aggregates. 3D vertex models have been applied to several the prediction of the effects of mechanochemical coupling on 3D multicellular morphogenesis (Fig. 5c ).
Computational simulations of 3D multicellular morphogenesis
Computational simulations using vertex models enable the prediction of multicellular morphogenesis based on the assumptions of various cellular activities, such as changes in cell viscoelasticity, cell-cell adhesion, active cellular deformations, cell growth, division, and death. By assuming the variance and regulation of these cellular activities over time, dynamic process of cell number, shape, configuration, and the whole tissue shape can be predicted. Moreover, it makes it possible to estimate stress states on the length scale from subcellular to multicellular.
Widely used 2D vertex model
2D vertex models have been widely applied to the analysis of the geometric patterning of the apical surfaces of planar epithelial sheets. For example, in research focusing on mechanical properties, the characteristics of geometric cell patterns are explained by the force balance between cell contractility and cell-cell adhesion [16] . Moreover, in research focusing on the directionality of cell divisions, the effects of the direction of cell division are examined in two cases: with and without cell-shape dependence [17] . Recent research has revealed that the boundary between different cell populations is maintained by the spatial difference in cell contrac- ties of tissues are probably spatially inhomogeneous because they should depend on tissue components such as the cytoplasm, cytoskeleton, basement membrane, and extracellular matrix. Crucially, these viscosity-dependent deformations can be regulated by the timing of cellular cues that generate active forces, which are likely to complicate the mechanics of multicellular deformations. To analyze effects of tissue viscosity on morphogenesis, the 3D vertex model has been improved to simulate viscosity-dependent dynamic deformation processes [6] .
To examine the effects of tissue viscosity in a simple case, the dynamics of directional tissue growth in extracellular matrices were simulated. In simulations using the proposed model, epithelial vesicle deformation was highly sensitive to the viscosity of the extracellular matrix (Fig. 7a) . The deformation was quantified using the mean and Gaussian curvatures, as shown in Figure 7b . Different deformations stemmed from the different strengths of the compressive forces generated by viscous frictions between epithelial cells and extracellular materials (Fig. 7c) . The strength of the compressive force governed the bending, branching, thickening, and twisting of the epithelial tube. 
Future perspectives

Apical constriction supports to maintain smooth curvatures of 3D epithelial vesicle
The epithelial sheet regulates its curvature amid the disturbance of frequent cell divisions. This study revealed that apical contractility helps to maintain the homogeneous curvature [24] (Fig. 6a) . To analyze the mechanism of this maintenance, we analyzed the distribution of volumetric stresses within the tissue (Fig. 6b) . As a result, apical contractility generates a tension on the entire apical surface, which makes individual cell shapes homogeneous. The effects of apical contractility constrain cells within a smooth surface.
As the apical contractility increased, the increasing geometric cell pattern of the apical surface approached homogeneity (Fig. 6c) . This result is consistent with simulation results obtained using 2D vertex models. The strength of the apical contractility was varied by comparing the cell strain generated by the apical contractility with those obtained in experiments involving the inhibition of apical contractility. These results suggested that the contractility on the scale of single cell helps to maintain the curvature at a scale of tissues beyond the length scale.
Extracellular viscosity leads to buckling, branching, thickening, and twisting of 3D epithelial tubes
The viscous properties of tissues play an important role in passive responses, because they govern the dynamic processes of tissue deformations. Moreover, the viscous proper- Moreover, coupling multicellular deformation with specific molecular signaling will enable comprehensive analysis from gene expression to morphogenesis, involving mechanochemical transduction.
In conclusion, we have described how to develop a versatile computational model of morphogenesis that includes integrated, multiscale phenomena caused by mechanical and chemical interactions among multiple cells. 3D vertex models have the potential to enable a comprehensive understanding of morphogenesis and to describe the complexity of 3D morphogenesis in a physical manner.
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cal forces generated by cellular activities affect various cellular behaviors from molecular dynamics to whole tissue deformations. Therefore, morphogenesis is an integrated, multiscale phenomenon caused by mechanical and chemical interactions among multiple cells.
In such morphogenesis, the applicable scales of vertex models are from subcellular components to tissues and organs. This review has described the development of 3D vertex models, involving 3D cellular deformation, rearrangement, division, death, as well as their regulations coupled with intercellular molecular signaling. Because these cellular behaviors are common in various morphogenesis, the model will be useful for exploring a basis of morphogenesis of complicated tissues and organs. Therefore, computational simulations using 3D vertex models will be one of the key tools to analyze mechanics in morphogenesis.
Because morphogenesis is accompanied by a variety of cellular activities, it is one of the challenging problems to develop the model for various cellular activities that have not been established yet, such as epithelial-mesenchymal transition and fission-fusion between epithelial aggregates. Modeling these cellular activities will extend the applicability of vertex models to analyze various morphogenesis. 
